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IRENE is Medasin's new mix that he refers to as his "pre ep ep." It is amazingggg. The ep is a mix of more chill beats with a couple very bass-heavy songs sprinkled throughout. "Conspiracy theory" is one of them, and it's ironically heavy but chill at the same time. The ep starts with "Intro", an ambient track that builds up anticipation and eventually drops a really smooth, catchy beat. "Melody X" is a track that appears twice, the original being a lighter, melodic tune. My favorite track is the house edit of it, which gives it more interest with lower tones and a really catchy house beat. Some tracks are very hip-hop, while others are very synth-heavy. Some are very mellow with some background hits. Either way, Medasin has a beautiful way of meshing them all together into one ep that has variety but still maintains an overall relaxed, feel-good vibe throughout. I highly recommend this ep!

Sounds Like:
flume? (skin companions)

Recommended Tracks:
melody X (house edit)
intro
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- Bass [1]
- Chill [2]
- Hip hop [3]
- RPM [4]
- Synth [5]